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WHISK, the destination for wine lovers and connoisseurs alike
23 May 2013, Hong Kong – Michelin-recommended WHISK undergoes a metamorphosis with a bold
attitude to stun all the wine aficionados and stimulate true wine appreciation. At WHISK, the wine pricing
allows patrons to enjoy the world’s greatest vintages for less than what they are available for in any
other five star hotel gourmet restaurant in Hong Kong and across the region.
Turning into a unique venue that after sunset lights up with hundreds of candles and quietly buzzes with
chic couples - as they indulge in a unique atmosphere and inventive contemporary European cuisine WHISK makes a giant leap ahead of its competition.
Introducing a handpicked, versatile collection of over 200 wine labels all at an enviably affordable price
point, the majority being Grand Cru’s and exclusive vintages sourced from the finest winemakers,
WHISK has become the best wine value venue in the city, ideal for organizing wine gatherings with
friends, business dinners, wine events and private parties.
For more information and bookings, please contact 2315 5999 or www.themirahotel.com
About WHISK
WHISK, one of the six unique dining concepts at The Mira Hong Kong, showcases the finest
contemporary European cuisine served in a relaxed, ambient environment, from main restaurant to
private dining rooms reaching stellar heights at the famous Chef’s Table. The menu of freshest
delicacies enhanced by finest seasonal ingredients can be paired with a cellared collection of carefully
selected wines at most affordable prices. WHISK transitions from the restaurant through to Vibes, the
exclusive open-air lounge bar in the fifth floor courtyard, offering comfortable seating and lush scenery.

Ideal for romantic evenings, gatherings with
friends, and wine dinners WHISK now offers even
more ambient setting within its chic interiors

Nearly 200 labels of exquisite
vintages, including Margaux estate
wines, are available for pairing at an
enviably affordable price point nearly
leveled with cost prices
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